Kirovets K-744 Warranty for The USA

[1] No warranty implied or discussed exists beyond this signed document unless noted otherwise.

[2] For a period of Four Years or 6000 hours, whichever comes first, within Warranty Duration: Kirovets Division of MTZ Equipment, Ltd. will provide Kirovets Authorized part(s) for repair and/or replacement of parts for Drive Train (Engine, Transmission, Cardan Shafts, and Rear Axle Assemblies) originally installed during manufacture of Kirovets equipment if that part(s) fails due to no fault of the purchaser.

[3] For a period of Two Years or 2000 hours, whichever comes first, within Warranty Duration: Kirovets Division of MTZ Equipment, Ltd. will provide labor for repair and/or replacement of parts, as noted in paragraph 7 below, originally installed during manufacture on Kirovets equipment if that part fails due to no fault of the purchaser.

[4] For a period of one year, the Trimble, Auto Guidance, radio, and camera are covered by and subject to their respective manufacturer's warranty terms and conditions.

[5] The duration of the basic warranty described above is limited to 6000 hours as delineated on the tractor hour meter at the time of failure. It begins on the date the Customer Warranty Document is signed by the purchaser or delivery of equipment for customer use, whichever comes first. At the time of delivery, the hours shown on the tractor hour meter will be added to the 6000-hour limit unless the tractor is sold as USED. If the tractor is sold as USED, the warranty will be based on the seller/purchaser agreement and enforced via said agreement by the seller. Kirovets Division of MTZ does not provide USED tractor warranties unless negotiated and documented by a separate agreement between seller, purchaser, and Kirovets Division of MTZ Equipment, Ltd.

[6] Cost for labor will be limited to the prevailing local rates as agreed upon by both parties and paid commensurate with local prevailing ‘Service Hours’ practices and publications.

[7] Assemblies of all drive train, hydraulic systems, and electrically operated items are covered under this warranty unless noted here. Fiberglass and Plastic body parts, screens, glass, belts, hoses, light bulbs, and rubber components are not covered unless they are a vital part of Assemblies. Consumables, parts that wear as the tractor is operated, are not covered under this warranty.

[8] Warranty is void if the hour meter is tampered with, assembly, or part(s) in question is operated beyond its limits. The part is not original to the factory tractor build sheet, unauthorized repairs are made, or part(s) has been subject to tampering.

[9] Work will be authorized upon receipt of a valid Warranty request, including contacting the closest authorized repair facility with a complete description of part failure and circumstances surrounding failure. Also provided will be all other requirements delineated within this one-page document, and Mercedes Benz Engine Warranty & Maintenance Manual having been met.

[10] Approved parts for warranty repairs will be shipped to the closest authorized Kirovets repair facility at the manufacturer’s expense. Parts and labor for non-warranted repairs will be at the dealer or customer’s expense. Written authorization for warranty approval must be obtained from a Kirovets manager before parts can be ordered. This may require an on-site inspection by a territory manager or photographs of the failure sent to a territory manager.

[11] The product for which the warranty is being claimed must be clearly identified by the model, serial number, engine tach hours, and the original bill of sale.

Signed this _______ day of __________, 20___ Model No __________ Tractor Serial No ____________

______________________________________________ Title __________ Engine Serial No ____________ Engine Hours ______

☐ Original Bill of Sale Attached

Kirovets Division of MTZ Equipment Ltd.
3-1136 Centre St, Ste. 124 Thornhill, Ontario. L4J 3M8, Canada
www.kirovetstractor.com